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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Steven Ornstein, MD 
Professor of Family Medicine  
Medical University of South Carolina  
Charleston, SC  
United State 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I don't think that the study subject or methods are interesting enough 
to publish the protocol.  

 

REVIEWER Dr Rebecca Morris 
University of Manchester, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 14-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you very much for the opportunity to review this manuscript 
which details a protocol of a national cross-section study about 
multimorbidity in primary care in Switzerland. I think this article 
would be of interest to the readers of this journal but in its current 
state I think the manuscript needs some revision to clarify the study 
procedure before I would recommend it for publication. I recommend 
the following alterations/comments to be addressed.  
 
• The authors need to be clearer about why they have selected 3 
chronic conditions (instead of 2 or 4 etc)? What was their rationale?  
• As the authors describe that conditions do not have an incremental 
effect, how will they be able to compare burden of different 
combinations of conditions?  
• Please could the authors define what they mean by ‘patterns of 
priortization’? How will they take into account patterning between 
asymptomatic and symptomatic conditions and within these 
categories?  
• It was unclear how patients will be enrolled (page 7)-e.g. will GPs 
call selected patients in or is recruitment based on the patients who 
are scheduled for that half day? Why have the authors selected half-
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day of consultations for recruitment? What will the GPs by trained by 
the research assistant to do (page 7, line 18)? Do the GPs conduct 
any of the research? On page 14 (line 22-23) it says that the GPs 
will be blinded to the detailed objectives of the study-how will they do 
this if the GPs have been trained and will be recruiting patient 
participants?  
• On line 39, page 7 the research team will train ‘them’-it was not 
clear if this was the research participants or the GPs? What will this 
training be for?  
• It would be useful to have a diagram to show the recruitment 
process and study procedure.  
• What criteria are they using to ask participants ‘if they had the 
power to remove one health condition”? How are they taking into 
account that different participants might prioritise aspects of the 
condition-are they asking participants what it is about that condition 
that makes them want to remove it? 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

Reviewer Name Steven Ornstein, MD  

Institution and Country Professor of Family Medicine  

Medical University of South Carolina  

Charleston, SC  

United State  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: No  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

I don't think that the study subject or methods are interesting enough to publish the protocol.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

Reviewer Name Dr Rebecca Morris  

Institution and Country University of Manchester, UK  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

Thank you very much for the opportunity to review this manuscript which details a protocol of a 

national cross-section study about multimorbidity in primary care in Switzerland. I think this article 

would be of interest to the readers of this journal but in its current state I think the manuscript needs 

some revision to clarify the study procedure before I would recommend it for publication. I recommend 

the following alterations/comments to be addressed.  

 

• The authors need to be clearer about why they have selected 3 chronic conditions (instead of 2 or 4 

etc)? What was their rationale?  

 

Although we were well aware that most studies define multimorbidity as the co-occurrence of 2 or 

more chronic conditions (Fortin et al., 2012, reference number 9), we estimated that a minimum of 3 

conditions were necessary to study prioritization of care between the conditions. We added a 

sentence to clarify this point on page 5 under eligibility.  

 

“We considered three chronic conditions as the minimum number of conditions for which a 

prioritization of care could be necessary.”  
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• As the authors describe that conditions do not have an incremental effect, how will they be able to 

compare burden of different combinations of conditions?  

 

Indeed, studies suggested that the cumulative effect of chronic health conditions is not simply 

incremental. The type, severity, combination and other elements (e.g., external support, socio-

economic factors) may also play a role on the effect of multimorbidity on health. The burden of 

disease and the burden of treatment will be assessed using the number of chronic conditions, the 

number of treatment prescribed and standardized questionnaires: the CIRS, the EQ-5D-3L and the 

TBQ. We might relate specific conditions or combination of conditions to a higher burden of disease 

and/or burden of treatment measured using these tests. We do not plan to specifically and 

exhaustively assess and compare the burden of different combination of conditions given the number 

of chronic conditions considered; the sample size of our study will likely be too small for this. But, we 

might be able to evaluate the influence of larger groups of conditions, i.e. for example psychological, 

musculoskeletal conditions or categories of the CIRS scale.  

 

• Please could the authors define what they mean by ‘patterns of priortization’? How will they take into 

account patterning between asymptomatic and symptomatic conditions and within these categories?  

 

We considered the reviewer’s comment and came to the conclusion that the terms “patterns of 

prioritization” were confusing. To add clarity to the text we decided to use the term prioritization alone. 

We modified the manuscript accordingly, i.e. on page 2 in the abstract, on page 4 last paragraph, on 

page 5 under “study objectives” and on page 12 under “primary objectives 2”, last bullet point.  

 

We will not take the asymptomatic and symptomatic aspects of conditions into account. First, it would 

add a complexity to the assessment of each chronic condition and different aspects that will have to 

be considered in the analyses and our sample size would likely not allow for such analyses. Second, 

we are not sure of the exact implication of symptomatic and asymptomatic conditions in the 

prioritization process as some asymptomatic conditions might be important for GP to treat and might 

be of high importance to the patient (to monitor and treat high blood pressure for example). This is 

however a limitation that we will acknowledge when setting the study results into perspective.  

 

• It was unclear how patients will be enrolled (page 7)-e.g. will GPs call selected patients in or is 

recruitment based on the patients who are scheduled for that half day?  

 

Patients’ recruitment is based on patients who are already scheduled for a visit to their GP on each 

half-day of recruitment. The randomization calendar gives the ordered number of the eligible 

consultation to the GP and the GP includes the patient if he/she meets the inclusion criteria. If it is not 

the case, the GP includes the patient registered for the next consultation and so on.  

 

For more clarity we added the following sentence on page 7 under recruitment of patients:  

Patients’ recruitment is based on patients who are scheduled for each half-day of recruitment. The 

randomization calendar gives the ordered number of the consultation to consider and the GP includes 

the patient of this consultation if he/she meets the inclusion criteria.  

 

Why have the authors selected half-day of consultations for recruitment?  

 

We considered many options for the recruitment process and we finally selected half-day of 

consultations to account for the fact that many GPs work either part-time or have different 

professional activities. We wanted to make sure that for the schedule selected, the GP was seeing 

patients at his practice during the entire timeslot.  
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We added the following sentence to the manuscript, under sampling, recruitment of patients on 

page7:  

 

We selected half-days for the recruitment of patients to match GPs’ schedule as accurately as 

possible and to take into account the fact that many GPs work either part-time or have a variety of 

professional activities (teaching, home visits…). We wanted to make sure that the GP was seeing 

patients at his practice during the entire timeslot considered.  

 

What will the GPs by trained by the research assistant to do (page 7, line 18)?  

To improve the quality of the manuscript, we modified the beginning of the paragraph “procedure” to 

add details on the training received by GPs.  

 

Before it read:  

Once the GP agrees to participate, he/she will be trained by a research assistant or an investigator to 

ensure the aim of the study and data collection processes are clearly understood, and then will 

receive more precise information detailing the data collection process and explaining the 

randomization process for enrolling patients’.  

 

Now it reads:  

Once the GP agrees to participate, he/she will be trained by a research assistant or an investigator to 

ensure the aim of the study and data collection processes are clearly understood. Training will include 

detailed information on the procedure to follow to include patients using the randomization calendar 

and the list of 75 conditions provided. GPs will also be instructed on the data collection process using 

the questionnaires. Data collection from GPs will take place at the GPs’ private practices using paper-

based questionnaires. For patients we will use delayed phone interview questionnaires.  

 

Do the GPs conduct any of the research?  

 

The GPs who participated to the development of the study protocol do not take part in the study as 

GPs recruiting patients. Participating GPs recruit the patients, make sure the informed consent form is 

signed and fill in the questionnaires.  

 

On page 14 (line 22-23) it says that the GPs will be blinded to the detailed objectives of the study-how 

will they do this if the GPs have been trained and will be recruiting patient participants?  

 

We understand the reviewer’s concerns that the word “blinded” is not entirely adequate. We modified 

the sentence to clarify this point (on page 14 under potential biases and limits).  

 

Before it read: “However, as both GPs and patients will be blinded to the detailed objectives of the 

study, we anticipate that information bias will not be significant or will only lead to non-differential 

misclassification”  

and we rewrote it as : “However, as both GPs and patients will have no detailed knowledge of the 

objectives of the study, neither of the analyses planned, we anticipate that information bias will not be 

significant or will only lead to non-differential misclassification.”  

 

• On line 39, page 7 the research team will train ‘them’-it was not clear if this was the research 

participants or the GPs?  

 

We modified the text to specify that “them” referred to the research assistants.  

 

It now reads the research team will train the research assistants.  

What will this training be for?  
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We have added details of the research assistant training for more clarity.  

Before it read:  

 

The research team in Lausanne will train the research assistants, in collaboration with the 

Pedagogical Unit of the Faculty of Biology and Medicine of Lausanne. A patient-actor will participate 

in this training, which will also include the management of negative emotions that may arise during the 

interview.  

 

Now it reads:  

The research team in Lausanne will train the research assistants to conduct the telephone interviews 

and to collect the data, in collaboration with the Pedagogical Unit of the Faculty of Biology and 

Medicine of Lausanne. Training will include conducting and handling phone interviews, including the 

management of negative emotions that may arise during the interview. A patient-actor will participate 

in this training. The training will include learning to ask questions exactly as written on the 

questionnaires to ensure homogeneity of the data collection between patients and between research 

assistants. Research assistants will also be trained to record data using the Epidata 3.1 software.  

 

• It would be useful to have a diagram to show the recruitment process and study procedure.  

 

As suggested, we added a diagram (Figure 2) to show the GPs and patients’ recruitment process and 

the general study procedure  

 

• What criteria are they using to ask participants ‘if they had the power to remove one health 

condition”? How are they taking into account that different participants might prioritise aspects of the 

condition-are they asking participants what it is about that condition that makes them want to remove 

it?  

 

We did not want to specify precise criteria to keep the question as open as possible to capture 

patients’ opinion. We asked the question in this way as we anticipated that some patients might not 

know exactly what condition they suffer from. It thus allows for answers such as “back pain” or “heart”. 

We realize that different participants might prioritize some aspects of the condition and that in some 

cases the answer given might be difficult to relate to a condition in particular but it is a trade off we 

had to make to evaluate the prioritization of conditions from the patients’ perspective. Our goal is to 

evaluate whether patients and GPs report a condition affecting the same organ or organ system as 

the top condition.  

 

Other small changes done after proofreading the manuscript:  

Title page: A hyphen was added between the first author’s last names: before it read “Anouk Deruaz 

Luyet” and now it reads “Anouk Deruaz-Luyet”  

 

Page 4, line 3: We corrected the sentence: “Ten studies conducted in seven countries (Belgium, 

England, Germany, Ireland, Scotland, the Netherlands, and the United States) including a combined 

275 GPs were considered.”  

 

It now reads: “Ten studies conducted in seven countries (Belgium, England, Germany, Ireland, 

Scotland, the Netherlands, and the United  

States) including 275 GPs were considered.”  

 

Page 5, under Study population: We wrote Institute of Family Medicine instead of Family Medicine 

Institute to be consistent within the entire manuscript  
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Page 6, under inclusion criteria: We modified the bullet point “To consent to the study and to sign the 

informed consent form”  

 

It now reads: To consent to participate in the study and to sign the informed consent form  

 

Page 6, under exclusion criteria: We modified the bullet point : To refuse to participate after initial 

approval and consent.  

 

It now reads: To refuse to participate to the study after initial approval and consent  

 

On page 6, legend Table 1:  

 

As ICPC-2 was not mentioned in the text previous to this table legend, we added the complete name 

instead of the acronym only.  

 

Before it read: Table 1 Number of items for each ICPC-2 category used to identify multimorbid 

patients  

 

Now it reads: Table 1 Number of items in each category of the International Classification of Primary 

Care-2 (ICPC-2) used to identify multimorbid patients  

 

Page 7, under procedure: We modified the sentence: Data collection will take place at the GPs’ 

private practices, as paper-based questionnaires for the GPs and delayed phone interview 

questionnaires for the patients.  

 

Now it reads: Data collection from GPs will take place at the GPs’ private practices using paper-based 

questionnaires. For patients we will use delayed phone interview questionnaires.  

 

Page 12, under patients sample size:  

 

We removed an extra dot at the end of the sentence: “The sample size estimation is based on 

reported proportions of patients with different numbers of chronic conditions from studies conducted in 

primary care. .” 
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